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Dielectric Properties of Kaolin Material with Different Concentrations of
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Abstract–Kaolin powder (Al2O3.2SiO2.H2O) with average grain size of 350 5ßm was mixed with five different
concentrations (2, 3, 5, 8, 16) M of NaOH solutions. The capacitance and reactance of prepared samples
were measured using LCR meter. At frequencies smaller than 1000 Hz, the addition of sodium hydroxide to
kaolin resulted in a significant increase of capacitance, while the sample at concentration 3M showed sig-
nificant stimulation in the capacitance and reactance. At high frequency, the sample at concentration 2 M
was the most stimulating samples. At the 20 Hz and at the few concentrations of sodium hydroxide, the 3 M
sample showed significant stimulation in the capacitance value. It found that the concentrations of the elec-
trolytic solution create electrostatic forces that affect the prepared sample leading to an increase in dielectric
constant and decreasing reactance which can be candidate for supercapacitor applications.
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Ceramic is brittle and high thermal capacity
material. It has good properties like strength, high
resistivity, thermal, chemical, and consists of
oxides types, addition some types consist of H2O
molecular in insert structure, named metallic clay,
as kaolinite. Others types of ceramic don’t consist
of H2O molecular, named nonmetallic clay, as
sand (Eda, 2007; Mayer, 2007)

The kaolin material is considered raw
material, which has the ability to the formation
with high absorption. The kaolin properties often
consider white color and gradient to gray and
then yellow color, that depends on ratio iron,
silica and alumina oxides existing in kaolin
molecular and little quantity of secondary
material as organic materials. The kaolin inserted
in fabrication bricks, cement and also, in more
material construction of buildings (Njoya et al.
2016).

The kaolin usually exists in nature as a form

of argillaceous rocks and sedimentary layers
successive, also, sedimentary in igneous rocks
(due to baring process), and often exists near the
earth’s surface.  The appearance of kaolin depends
on the percentage of oxides that make up it and
are shown in the Table 1, while the pure kaolinite
((OH)4(AL2Si2O5) is a mineral extract of kaolin.
The kaolinite molecule consists of two layers
(Si2O5)

2- and Al2(OH)4
2+, which is the electrical

identity of it. The O2- ion in Si2O5
2- is connected

to the OH ion available in Al2 (OH) 4
2+ to consist

of the mid-planeanion, so that strong and medium
bonds are generated like ionic and covalent in
kaolinite molecule, and weak bond (van der
Waals) between nearest sheets (Callister and
Rethwisch, 2014).

Arulanandan and Mitchell (1968) measured
dielectric constant of clay satiated in water using
the wide range of frequencies. He showed the
highest dielectric constant recorded at the lowest
frequency. Kaya (2001) compared and studied
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